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The results eze presented of an eqerlslental investigation of the 
downwash and longitudinal-st&ility cheraoteriatics of a semispan, 
triangu-, aiqlane model with a horizontal tail. Transonic 
speeds were obtained by using the transonic bump in the Ames &-foot 
high--speed wind tunnel. The model coneieted of a thin trianguler wing 
having an aspect ratio of 2, with a fuselage having a finenese ratio of 
12.5, end a thin wept horizontal tail having an aspect ratio of 4. 
TeEtte were made with the horizontal tail in the wing-chord plane extended 
end aleo 0.25 wing eemispan above and below the wing-chord plane, all at 
one longitudinal station behind the wing. The Mach nuniber range wa6 
O.h.0 to 1.10 with a corresponding Reynolds nur&er range of 1.0 to 1.9 
million. The lift, drag, and pit,ching+nxnent data are presented for the 
wing+ueelage combination. Also the pitchiwment data for the wing, 
fuselage, and horizontal-tail combination ere presented. The effective 
downwaeh at the tail is obtained from a coqyrison of these results. 

The results of the tests indicate that the model with the tail on 
or below the wimhord plane possessed satiefar;tory stability cheracter- 
istics throughout the test range of lift coefficient. The model with the 
tail above the wing-chard plane poseessed undesirable stability cherac- 
teristics due to large variations of downwash at the higher lift coeffi- 
cients. 

UNCLASSlFlED 
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Studies have been made af the flow fields behind rings of low 

aspect ratio at both subsonic end supersonic speeds. However, there has 
been Tuttle investigation CXP the flow fields behind low-aqeot;ratio 
wings at transonic speeds. 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the longitudinal- 
stability characteristics of and the effective downwash at one position 
behlnda triangula~~~LngmcCielattransonic speeds,usingthe transonic 
bump in the Ames U%oot hig&sgeed wind tunnel. The tests were COP- 
ducted in conjunction with the investigation of the low-speed ohsractez- 
istica of the ssme configuration in the Ames 4C- by 804oot wind tunnel. 
The model was tested with three vertical positions of the horizontal tail. 
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drag ooeffioient 'twice drag of half model 
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lift ooeffioient 
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twice lift of half model 
¶S > 

pitchiwmnt coefficient about quarter point of the ting mean 

aerodynamic chord 
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twioe pitching momsnt of half model 
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free-streem Mach ratmber 

looalMachnu&er 

twice wing area cxP half model, square feet 

frewi3tream velocity, feet per second 

wing span feet 

looal wing chard, feet 

wingpleanaerodpamlo chord , feet 
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it horizontal&ailincidence angle withrespecttoting+hordplane, 
I degrees 

9. dynemic pressure $pP ,poundB per square foot 
( > 

Y Bparrwise distance fromplsne cxf symmetry, feet 

a wing angle of attack, degrees 

E effective d-ash angle, desees 

P m8Bs density exe air, slugs per cubic foot 

APPARATUS 

WLndTunnelsndEQtipment 

. 

The tests were conducted on the transonic bum&~ of the Ames ltioot 
high-speed wind tunnel. The bump is described in detail in referenoe 1. 
The aerodywnic forces and moments were measured by means of a strain- 

gage balance mounted inside the bump. The wing+flow bslance described 
in reference 2 was used. 

Model 

A three-iew drawing of the model is shown in figure 1 and phot+ 
graphs of the ~delmounted on the buqp are shown in figure 2. 

The wing of the m&iel, identical in proportion to the semispan of 
the wing described in reference 3, had an aspect ratio of 2. The aLrfoi1 
sections parallel to the model center line were the -fled N.&A 0005. 
The fuselage was of circulsr cross section and had a fineness ratio cf 
12.5. For a more complete model description, see reference 3. 

The horizontal tail hsd an aspeot ratio of 4, taper ratio of 0.5, 
and the 0.mhor-d line was unswept. The basic &mrcen+thick diamond 
profile was modI.fied by roundhg the ridge for a distance of 15 percent 
of the local chord, resulting in a thickness-t+chczd ratio of 0.042. 
The tail was attaohedto the fuselage by a rigid beambeneath the 
reflection plate so as to transfer all loads applied on the tail through 
the fuselage and thento the balance. Thetailincidencewas limited to 
*5O with the tail on the wiwhord plane extended. 
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The model wa8 tested in the presence of a reflection plate as EhoWn 
in figure8 1 and 2. The reflection plate wae mounted independently of 
the model, thereby separating aerodynamic load8 on the plate from the 
measured forces and moments. 

TEsrs AND Ii!Rocms-~: .- .. 

Farce and moment data were obtained for the model with the horizon- 
tal tail at each of the three vertical positions and with the horizontal 
tail&f. The tests were made over a Mach number range Cwp 0.40 to 1.10 
with a corresponding Reynolds nuder km&e of 1.0 to 1.9 milJlon, based 
on the wing msan aerodynamic chord. (See fig. 3.) 

The model was mounted in a local, hi&+-velocity region on the 
txansonic lluqp. Typical contours of local Mach number in the buqp flow 
field (with the model removed) are shown in figure 4. The outline of the 
model has been supemosed on these contours to indicate the Mach number 
gradients which existed in the region of the model. No attempt has been 
made to evaluate the effects of these gradients. The free-stream Mach 
numbers mesented in this report are the.average M%h numbers in the 
region of the wing of the model. 

An angle-of+%ttack correction of 4..7’ wa8 included due to the 
angularity of flow over the bunp. There was believed to be a sUght I 
variation of the flow angularity (of the order of 0.5:) along the length . 
of the model. Since this variation oould not be determined accurately, 
the flow angularity was assumed to be con&ant for the length CEE' the 
model. 

The absolute values of the drag coefficient8 prebented are not 
believed to be entirely reliable because of the Shortcoming inherent in 
the balance whioh resulted in a-dreg readlng when a lift force was 
applied. POr this rea8on the drag ooefficiente were not corrected for 
the flow angulmity over the bump. However, the drag coefficients are 
of qualitative interest in that they &ow the order of magnitude of the 
changes indreg throughout the transonic Mauhmunberrange. 

Aerodyec Characteristics of the Wing4'uselage Combination 

The effects of Mach number on the farce and moment characteristics 
CXP the wing-fuselage combination are presented in figure 5. The farces 
and moments changed gradually with Mach number, the most notable change 
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being a 2C+geroent increase of msximum lift at transonic speeds. The 
lift-curve slope andmi wag coefficient increased with Mach number 
while the pitchingaoment curves indicated increased static longitudinal 
stability and becm more nearrly linear at the higher Mach numbers. 

The effective downwash behind the wing was IIleasured by inserting 
the horizontal tsil at vsrious angles Ccp incidence in the flow field of 
the wing andmea~ing the totalpitching~nts of the complete model 
(figs. 6, 7, and 8). The lift and, consequently, the angle of at-k of 
the tail, were assumed to be zero when the moment with the tsil on was 
ecgml to the momg.yt, with the tail off. The effective downwash at the 
tail, at the angles of attack and tail incidence6 where the tail-on and 
tail-off moment curves interseot, was then calculated by the relation 
6 = a+it. The variation of this downwash angle with angle of attack is 
presented in figure 9 for the three tail heights tested. The slight 
angle of downwashindicatedfor 0' angle of attack when the horizontal 
tail Was on the wing-chord plane is believed to be due to-the vsriation 
of flow angularity over the bung from the wing to the tail position. 

. 

In order to present a clearer concept of the effect of the downwash 
on the longitudinal stability, the rates of change of downwash angle with 
angle of attack for the three tail heights sre compared in figure 10. 
It shouldbe notedthatthe downwashvariations shownappesr somewhat 
erratic. However, calculations of downwash from the increment of pitch- 
ing moment due to a fixed setting of the tail (using an average value for 
Gnh-J resulted in simllsr erratic variations. Thus, the possibility 
of the erratic veriations being caused. by errors which were not con&s+ 
ent for the v8riaus hcrizontsl4ail settings is eliminated. Ezsmination 
of the figure shows a mashed change af de/da with vertical position. 
Below the wiwhordplanethe downwashwas suchthatatailwould 
generally be more stabilizing than for either of the other two positions. 
For the position above the wing-chard plane, and angles of attack between 
about 7’ and 14', the rate of change of downwashwith angle of attack 
was greater than 1.0, indicating that a tail placed here would be de- 
stabilizing. The variations in downwash with vertical position sre be- 
lieved to be due to the separatior+vortex type of flow known to exist on 
low-aspectiatio, thin triangular wings. (Be references 3 and 4.) 

Aercdynamio Chera~teristics of theWing,Fusels.ge, and 
~zontal4ail Combination 

The pitcwnt characteristics of the model with the tail at 
O" incidence in each of the three positions ere presented in figure U. 
With the tailabove thewing-chardplane themodelwas stable through 
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the low lift-coeffioient range, became unstable to marginally stable 
through the middle of the lif+coeffioientrange, and thenbecw 
stable again ne8r the highest lift ooeffioients. With the tail on or 
below the wiwhord plane the model ~8,s stable throughout the test 
range of lift ooeffioient. This result is in sgreemnt with what would 
be e3pectedfromezamination of the wing4odypitchingmo~ntsinfigure 
5 and the downwash o&acteriBtios shown in figures 9 and 10, resuming 
linear lift chsracterUtios cxP the tail. Examination c$ figures 6, 7, 
and 8 inddcates that the pitchi 
for o" 

wnt oharacteristics of the model 
tailincidsnoe me ~ical& thoseforthe other tail 

incidencea. 

Results ai? the tests ti the model show t&t, with the tail on ar 
oneefourth wing setispan below the wing-chord plane, the model possessed 
satisfactory static longitudinal stabiUfythraughoutthe testrange of 
lift coefficient and Mach number. With the tailone4ourthwing semi- 
span above the wing-chordpLane the modelhadundesirable static 
longitudinal&tabiUty ch8racteristios at moderate Uft coefficients, 
duetothelaxgere,&ea9ch8.ngeOfdownwashwithangleofat~katthis 
positiaa, 

AmesAeranauticalLabaratory, 
National Advisq Ccmmittee far Aeronautics, 
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Figure /.- Schematic drawing of the mode/. 
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(a) Tail above the wing-chord plane. 

(b) Tail on the wing-chord. plane. 

(c) Tail below the wing-chord plane. 

Figure 2.- Models mounted on the transonic bump showing the three 
horizontal-tail positions tested. 
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fuselage combination. 
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O.PS b/P above Wing-chord p/one oxtended 
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Figure 9.- Vurifftion of downwush with angle of olfuck. . 
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--- 0.25 b/2 above wlng-chord plane extended 
- On wfng-chord p/one extended 
-- 0.25 b/2 below wfug-cbord plane extended 
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